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* indicates that item is housed in the Art Metropole Archive


Ashley, Robert. In Sara, Mencken, Christ and Beethoven there were men and women. LP. Milano: Nova Musicha No-3, Cramps Records 5206 103, 1974.*


Borofsky, Johnathan & Ed Tomney. Radical Songbirds of Islam. cassette.


Bob & Bob. We Know You're Alone / We've Been Seeing Things. LP. New York Polydor Records 422-813 395-1, 1983.*


Branca, Glenn. Symphony No.3 (Gloria) Music for the first 127 intervals of the harmonic series. LP. New York: Neutral Records N-4,1983. *


Cornelissen, Johan. J.C. Equatorial. 2 cassettes & booklet. Amsterdam: Stichting de Appel, 1985.*


De Appel No.3 (works by Johan Cornelissen, Peter Zegveld, Rod Summers, Terry Fox, Stuart Brisley, Peter Gordon, Mark Stahl, Michael Brewster & others). cassette. Amsterdam: Stichting de Appel, 1984.*


Downsbrough, Peter. From, LP. Eindhoven: Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum VA 02, 1982.*


Four Horsemen. Live in the West. LP. Toronto: Starborne Productions STB-0177, n.d.


Fox, Terry. Linkage. LP. Luzern: Kunstmuseum Luzern RP 10 152, t982.


Hirsche Nicht Aufs Sofa. Im Schatten der Mohre. LP. Aachen: Dom 77-07, 1986.


Just Another Asshole 5 (works by Dara Birnbaum, Dan Graham, Arleen Schloss, Bob George, Bill Buchen, Barbara Kruger, Remko Sha, Z’ev & a host of others). LP. New York: Just Another Asshole, n.d.*


Kubisch, Christina & Fabrizio Plessi. tempo liquido. LP. Milano: Cramps Records No. 5206210, T979.


Live To Air: Artist's Sound Works (works by Vito Acconci, Helen Chadwick, David Cunningham, Tina Keane, Bruce McLean, Dieter Roth, Arleen Schloss, Rod Summers & a host of others) - 3 cassettes. London: Audio Arts, 1982.


Marchetti, Walter. La Caccia (da 'Arpocrate Seduto sul Loto'). LP. Milano:
Nova Musicha No-4, CrampsRecords 5206 104, 1965.*


McKenzie, Andrew M. Protection. LP. London: Touch T33.6, 1986.*


Minus Delta T. The Project. LP. Dilsseldorf: Ata Tak WR 2 1, 1984. *


Musica Futurista. 2 LPs. Milano: Collano Multipla / Cramps Records 5204 002, 1980. *


Musicworks 34: There is no reason to believe that music exists (with John Oswald, Larry Wendt, Paul Haines, Carl Stallings, Casey Sokol & others). cassette. Toronto: Musicworks, 1986.*


Perfo 2: Including the Symphonie Perfomanique (works by Anne Bean, Jurgen Klauke, Stuart Sherman, Sonia Knox, Jan Bodde, Henk Tas, Komar & Melamid, Sylvia Ziranek & a host of others). LP. Rotterdam: Lantaren Webster LAT 8442, 1984.*

Perkins, Philip. Neighborhood With A Sky (Bird Variations). LP. San
Francisco: Fun Music 1002, 1982. *


Poesia Sonora (works by Bob Cobbing, Henri Chopin, Maurizio Nannucci, Ernst Jandl, Sten Hanson, Paul de Vree, Brion Gysin, Franz Mon & others). LP. Milano: CBS / Sugar s.p.a., 1975. *


The Residents. Meet The Residents. LP. San Francisco: Ralph Records RR0274 1974. *


Robertson, Clive. Warfare vs. Welfare. LP. Toronto: Voicespomence VSP011, 1985 *


Toebosch, Moniek. ICan Dance. LP. Amsterdam: Claxon Records 81-8, 1986.*


Williams, Reese. Sonance Project In Two Parts. LP. Berkeley: Line, 1977.*


Wong, Paul. Prime Cuts. 7" record. Vancouver: The Western Front, fg81.*


Young, La Monte & Marian Zazeela. The Theatre of Eternal Music: Dream House. LP. New York: Shandar 83.5IO, 1973.*
